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Most Corporate Information Security teams have a better understanding of the 

Enterprise layer of corporate networks and applications.  People, processes and 

technology are put in place to better control and manage security at this enterprise 

layer.  Examples include DLP, EDR, Web Filtering, privileged access management, 

and the list goes on.  All are important to improving security posture across the NIST 

framework of Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover. 

The Operational Technology (OT) world, on the other hand, 

involves very different constraints and requirements.  Many 

times, IT solutions can negatively impact production operations.  

Standard IT practice to apply Microsoft security patches every 

month may not be viable.  In addition, upgrading control systems 

takes significant money and staff time to implement, thus using 

resources that could be focused on improving the process to 

increase margins, bringing more dollars to the bottom line of the 

company. 

Digital Immunity’s patented approach to protecting Windows servers and workstations 

provides OT teams with an option that, up to this time, has not been available: the full-

scale immunization of an endpoint that will make the success of file and file-less 

attacks impossible.  In addition, and perhaps equally important, Digital Immunity’s 

architected the solution to use virtually no resources on OT endpoints.  This is so 

critical to maintaining the performance objectives of a production operation.   

104% of data stolen in 
manufacturing 

industry breaches 
relate to Intellectual 

and proprietary 
information 

Voice of the Customer 
This article was primarily written by a Digital 

Immunity customer and is indicative of the 

customer experience and value, in the customers 

own words. 
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With DI’s architecture in mind, let’s explore further the 3 reasons Digital Immunity will 

be the new cybersecurity standard for OT. 

It’s Time to Get Off the Patch Merry-Go-Round 

Almost every month Microsoft and other software vendors release new security 

patches while researchers and adversaries expose new vulnerabilities.  Everyone 

worries about the risk of Zero-Days and the length of time it takes to move from Zero 

Day identification to patch availability - to proper testing - to deployment on a 

production system.   

Digital Immunity is different because Zero Days and known 

vulnerabilities will be rendered ineffective in taking control of 

the Windows endpoint.  This is accomplished by what we call 

Digital DNA Mapping.   

Scientists are mapping the genome to get a better 

understanding at a much more detailed level how the human organism operates at 

molecular level.  This understanding can then be used to identify miss-signaling that 

can result in negative consequences such as cancer, arthritis, dementia.   

Digital Immunity is taking a similar path with digital DNA mapping.  DI will map the 

operation of an OS and application and thus fingerprint the “normal” operational 

state.  This is far beyond the simple whitelisting approaches employed by other 

vendors such as file identification and hashing.  DI maps at a deeper level and thus 

recognizes an attempted deviation to the normal state and blocks this action. 

This is the Digital Immunity difference:  full protection regardless of security patch 

level, and an endpoint sensor that is so light your systems can continue to perform 

at a high-level. 

 

 

 

“2017 saw a 120% 
increase in 

vulnerabilities over 
2016, 14,500 new 

vulnerabilities.” 
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Don’t Let Legacy Get You Down 

Many OT environments include legacy Windows servers, workstations and 

applications.  OT teams have many good reasons for continuing to use legacy 

devices such as: 

• Difficulty in upgrading or patching due to 24x7 operations 

• OT resources are busy running the process and have limited time for security 

• Resources controlled by a legacy Windows device may be very expensive to 

upgrade (e.g. robots) 

• Testing and validation take time and money 

Famous attacks such as WannaCry and NotPetya took advantage of Windows-

based systems and particularly legacy systems that could not be patched.  

Fortunately, Microsoft released patches for Windows XP, 

but this will not always be the case.  Thus, it is important to 

avoid being on the receiving end of such malware and the 

very expensive consequences that can result. 

Lastly, allowing time for upgrades to legacy systems is one 

of OT’s most pressing needs.  OT teams recognize that 

upgrades need to occur to maintain vendor support and 

incorporate new functionality.  However, these teams are also faced with budget and 

production pressures.  Having an option to protect with Digital Immunity while 

justifying and preparing for an upgrade is an important risk reduction step for all who 

are employed at a site and for the parent company.   

Adversaries Are Adapting and Increasing Focus on OT – Be Prepared! 

According to the Ponemon Institute, in 2017, 77% of successful cyber-attacks 

utilized file-less techniques, and these file-less techniques were 10 times more likely 

to succeed than traditional file-based attacks.  This shift away from malicious files, 

such as .exe’s, makes antivirus solutions less effective, allowing the malware to 

bypass the security solution.  As a result, cyber adversaries are gaining access to 

not only data on endpoints but are gaining access to servers and systems that serve 

mission-critical functions in organizations.   

 
Damages in the Merck & 

Co.’s breach topped 
more than $300 million 

in lost sales and costs. 
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According to Symantec, antivirus software only catches 45% of malware attacks.  

Hackers increasingly use novel methods and bugs in the software of computers to 

perform attacks, resulting in about 55% of cyberattacks going unnoticed by 

commercial antivirus software.  In 2016, McAfee saw a new strain of malware every 

4 seconds, and that’s just what they could detect. Cyber adversaries continue to 

update their techniques to evade detection and achieve their objective. 

Digital Immunity’s solution doesn’t rely on signatures and doesn’t rely on 2nd 

generation AI techniques that identify a broader range of malware.  Digital Immunity 

is a step change, a 3rd generation technology, an important technology engineered 

to work well in OT environments. 

Digital Immunity Advantage 

Only Digital Immunity can provide this type of robust, kernel-based threat prevention 

that:   

• requires less than 1% CPU utilization on critical systems without the need for 

system rebooting or downtime,   

• protects against file, file-less, known and unknown threats in memory, at run-

time when applications are most vulnerable without pre-existing threat or 

vulnerability knowledge,  

• requires no signature updates, behavioral/AI algorithms, or external 

connections,  

• prevents zero-day attacks without the need for patching,  

• provides deep forensics data for Incident Response, and 

• gives you complete visibility across your OT environment.  

Now you don’t have to sacrifice security on the altar of productivity.  Contact Digital 

Immunity today to see how we can help you Stay Productive, Stay Secure! 
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About Digital Immunity 

Digital Immunity, Inc., an IQT Portfolio company that is revolutionizing cyber-threat 

protection, bridges the gap between real-time threat prevention and 24/7, mission critical 

environments so security no longer takes a back seat to production.  We provide advanced 

malware prevention on mission critical devices in Operational Technology environments 

with no impact to production or system performance. Our patented Digital DNA Mapping 

technology prevents advanced threats, including APT’s and zero-day attacks, from 

executing in memory at runtime, hardening your mission critical operating systems and 

applications with DI PROTECT™, our flagship solution. DI PROTECT™ will also capture 

forensic artifacts in context and present them in the DI Control Center for further analysis.  

For more information, visit http://www.digitalimmunity.com. 
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